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Dear parent(s),
10forKIDS offers daycare to children from three months to four
years old. Offering your child a loving, personal and
challenging childcare. There is a lot of choice when it
comes to childcare. Each childcare uses its own approach.
What distinguishes 10forKIDS from the others? We would like
to show you what we are proud of by means of this brochure!
When you choose 10forKIDS, you consciously choose quality
with a unique touch.
We look forward to seeing you soon.

KIND ReGARDS,
TEAM 10FORKIDS, TINEKE & NICOLE

Small Scale
10forKIDS offers day care for children aged between 0-4 years, of
which the toddlers (2.5 - 4 years) meets in the mornings.
You will soon realize that the children greet each other by name. They
also know the names of all the teachers. This helps children to feel at
home and to feel safe.
The small scale offers the children a safe basis and helps our teachers
to give real personal attention. Loving your child is most important to
us.
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Playing, learning
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Christian identity
10forKIDS is a Christian daycare center. It is important that parents
make a conscious choice. Christian aspects that you can expect
within our daycare are:
• Praying and reading the Bible together;
• Making crafts based on Bible stories;
• The creation as a basis: the Lord God made everything.
We ask our employees to have a Christian identity. We would like all
children and parents to feel welcome at 10forKIDS. Parents who are
not Christian or who are neutral in this regard are also very welcome.

10forKIDS is like a second
home
Parents often tell us that 10forKIDS feels like part of the family. That is
lovely to hear! We also see it in the children’s behavior, they can
sometimes be just as naughty at 10forKIDS as they are at home…
that is a good thing!
We love playing at 10forKIDS. There are lots to discover, no day is the
same. Sometimes children can also choose which activity they want
to do. Feeling that their opinion counts often has a positive influence
on their experience of the activity. During the activity they are also
encouraged.
Play is not only fun but it also contributes to:
• Developing self-confidence and independence;
• Developing motivation and perseverance;
• Increased enjoyment: winning and losing is all part of the game!

Playing, learning and
discovering
10forKIDS offers more than just childcare. Being a good daycare starts
with offering professional care, but it is so much more than that! Our
place offers children a safe environment where they can play with
pleasure and where they can learn and discover!
By playing with other children they learn to share, to explore their
boundaries, to stand up for themselves and to make friends.
The small children and babies can play safely in big rooms. That is
nice! They go exploring, they observe other children and copy their
actions… so they learn from each other.
And in between there is always time for some relaxation and rest…
let’s read a book together on the couch, great!

The groups
10forKIDS consists of three daycare groups: the Stampers (0 - 4 years),
the Wiebeltenen (0 - 4 years) en the Hoogvliegers (2,5 - 4 years).
We can host a maximum of 16 children per group of which the
children from about 2,5 until 4 years old follow the morning toddler
program. If those toddlers stay a whole day then they will join a 0-4
year old group for the afternoon.
The advantage of having a toddler group is that the children are
stimulated and challenged on their own level. In the afternoon the
children are reunited with each other.Our experience is that this form
of vertical childcare, combined with toddler care, is greatly
appreciated by both the little ones and the older children.
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Daily schedule
10forKIDS uses a daily schedule that provides structure and regularity. A wide
range of activities is provided to stimulate all development areas. Overall,
a day at 10forKIDS looks like this:

Daycare 0 - 4 years old
07.30 - 09.00

Free play

09.00 - 09.30

Fruits & Drinks

09.30 - 10.30

Playing outside or Gym

10.30 - 11.30

ABC English & Me / Free play / Creative activity

11.30 - 12.30

Lunch

12.30 - 13.00

Moment of rest

13.00 - 15.30

Sleeping and free play

15.30 - 16.00

afternoon snack & drinks

16.00 - 16.30

Activity / Gym

16.30 - 17.00

Playing outside

17.00 - 18.30

Moment of rest (reading, making a puzzle of

			

building a tower with Lego)

Morning toddler care 2 - 4 years old
07.30 - 09.00

Free play

09.00 - 09.30

Fruits & Drinks

09.30 - 10.30

Playing outside/Gym

10.30 - 11.30

ABC English & Me / Free play / Creative activity

11.30 - 12.30

Lunch

12.30 - 13.00

Moment of rest

Child participation
Children may sometimes decide which activity they want to do.
The feeling that they also have a say in this often has a positive
influence on the game experience. During the game, the child is
encouraged. Playing is not only fun, it contributes to the
development of self-confidence and independence, motivation
and perseverance.

Educational principles
10forKIDS offers your child a playground where your child can meet
and play with other children. Children naturally go on discovery early
on, and if that can happen in a warm, open and safe environment
then they enjoy it so much more.
Through offering emotional safety we create an atmosphere of
warmth and protection. This gives children the necessary space
where they are stimulated and encouraged in their own
development and competencies.
The transfer of values and norms is an important starting point in our
childcare. We teach the children to look after each other and to take
responsibility in order to make the right choices. The Christian aspect
is central here.

Playing outside
Exercising and playing outside is a wonderful way for
children to entertain themselves.10forKIDS has a beautiful
large playground.
The children can play in the sandbox or go for a ride on a
bike! We aim to go out twice a day. If the weather does not
permit, we will move to our gymnastic room, where we can
also roll, crawl, run and climb.

Themes and activities
At 10forKIDS we work with a specific theme for a period of seven to
eight weeks. The themes are in line with the children’s perception of
the world. In the implementation of the activities, we playfully work
on:

Biblical
education

Language
development

Creative
education

Musical
education

Sports and games
An important part of our program is the organised sports and games
activities we offer. We use the gym for this. We aim to teach children at
a young age that teamwork is very important. They learn to listen and
to follow instructions (listening and following instructions). This is good
for developing perseverance and discipline and their
self-confidence gets a boost also. The trainers give a lot of
compliments and the efforts of the children are rewarded! Being
so active and busy, both indoors and outdoors, is lots of fun!

ABC English & Me
We enjoy stimulating language development of children by working
with the educative music program called ABC English & Me. This is
a program in which the children receive English lessons in a playful
and above all musical way. Our teachers are trained and qualified
to teach the ABC English & Me lessons. We teach the children a lot of
songs and play all kind of musical instruments. Parents are also able
to log in at home to hear the songs. It is fun to continue the lesson at
home.

Contact with parents
Our teachers enjoy working together with you as parents. Within this
collaboration there is always respect for the individuality, background
and independence of your child. During the meetings you have with
your child’s mentor we take the time to exchange ideas. You will be
invited twice a year for a mentor meeting where the development
and well-being of your child is discussed.

Communication
via the app
10forKIDS offers an application (app). We
think it is important, but also pleasant to
share special and important moments
with you as a parent via the app.
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10FORKIDS A CONSCIOUS CHOICE!
When you join 10forKIDS Christian daycare,
then you consciously choose quality with an
unique advantage. We would love to show
you what we excel in and in which ways we
are unique!

www.10forKIDS.nl

